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1. In the study of an electromagnetic structure of par

ticles the kno\·1ledge of their form factor dependence on the 

time-like Yalues of virtual photon "mass" ( -ft2 ) is of a special 

importance111.the possibility of receiving the model-independent 

information about pion a..~d nucleon form factors at time-like 

-f<.l , changing practically from zero ( ..&,2.-?;f-tn! ), is due to 

the analysis of processes m:.N-e..+e,-,N ( inverse pion electro

production - IPE) 121 and is ensured by such IPE properties 

in the first and second resonance region owing to which the 

IPE amplitude is given by its Born approximation at certain 

kinematical conditions13- 61• However this method can be motivat~d 

only up to about the values of -A,.'- ~ 14 m; (this corresponds 

to the total c.m. energy of :r.N system 'Uf ~· 1500 Mevl61 

because at higher energies the influence of the s- and d- wave 

resonances (D13 (1520), s11(1535), s31 (1650), s 11 (1700) causes 

to a considerable extent the interpretation of IPE to be depen

dent on a model. Thus, as far as the nucleon form factors are 

concerned,there still remains an enough wide range of the ~~ 

values ( up to ~~ ) where they. cannot be measured directly in 

the experiments with the colliding beams: e + e -=.N.N . 
In the present paper, proceeding from the features of proces-

ses f.N--,c±_N , .e,.N-~sr±,)/, ,rJJ-e,+e_-jJ and scp--_p0n, at. 

high energies and small momentum transfer /-/:;/ and the realis

tic model for their interpretation, a conclusion is drawn on 

the reduction of the rescattering effects with increasing ./e, 2 

thus the simple electric Born model ·(EBM) for the description 

of IPE ( and ~7.;--,P 0 n ) is substantiated and it is conclu

ded, that the data on IPE in the above kinematical region could 

extend the range of i 2 >0 , where the reliable determination 



of pion and nucleon form factors is possible. In the kinenaticnl 

region of interest the description of the data on the process 

f!C7,--p 0 n , which is simply related with IPE/7 / due to p0 -me

son-photon analo&',f/S/, may serve as a criterion of the reliability 

of the proposed model. In the papers/9- 11 / it is already offered 

to use IPE at high energies a.~d small Ji,/ for studying hadrons 

e.m. structure a.~d its experimental investigatior. ( for pions 

with momentum 4 GeV/c)/12/ enabled the p-r transition constant 

to be estimated. 

2. The research of photo-, electroproduction and IPE in 

one-photon appro:dmation ia related with studying the runpli tude 

of the process r'1t'JJ =:.,c.N 1 
, ~ (-:>, -/;, ,k,i) , where ~, i, are 

usual Mandelstam variables and /t- 'I. =O, < 0, ~ .{! m.! correspond to 

the above three processes, respectively. 

Further we shall niake use of the s-channel helicity ampli-

tudes1101 JJl!,:;i,af , where Jl,f , .'.i\,. and Jl..1 
are the 

helicities of f* -quantum, an incident and final nucleon,res

pectively. Let us cite the relations of the parity conserving 

a-channel amplitudes, 

&i-= Jrz, 1/Z O , 

;; =J-¢.,1/!0 ' 

J; = !vz,1/H ±f-11,.,-1.fa i , 

+ -s~-= S-11i,¢ 1 + S#,-ifa 1 , 

with spin density matrix elements of the virtual photon 

(J /S • 1.0 • 131 in the H-:frame: 
J af:;tr' 

.NyH= /;;f"+ /J//1+ /Js-t+ 1s~-1z, 

.NJ'i-i= f;:t+ /J:t-[Ja-t-JJ~-J\ 
.N f 0° = !L ( I;; I ,. + Ii; I') ' 

2 

( 1) 

r* 

(2 ). 

I 
t -, 

\ 

}J J'10 =-2(§3-;i-*+ ;;;,_-*), 
v1here 

els Ji! 111, f. A I -n= ~ ..IV ' 

.N= ~CIS1-t+ff;t)+i(lf3+t+IS/t+/i;t+/J;l). 
Let us also write (to the leading order in ~ ) the relations 

of st with the independent invariant amplitudes Jl,,@,t,-ll·)/5, 14/ 

( i, =1, ••• ,6): 

s~-=,/Fflf'i! (./le.Ila), ;; "!Fc~.14 + t-m;+lt
2

Jl,)' 

/3- {-f ;,,Jl;u Jt =-,,f'm Jl1. ' 
. (3) 

s/-H: Jllt., ;I!- -,lm· e:,.14+~tJl:+-1ttJ4). 
In obtaining these formulas (3) it is taken into account that, 

as it follows from the relations of Jli with the t-channel 

helicity amplitudes and from the .conventional procedure of 

Reggeization of ~he latter1151, we have at s-oo and small /t/: 
Jl,l -~ 4R.-(t)-~ (t.. + 5) ' .!ls ~-.) ~(-t)_ 

3. As knovm/161 , the most conspicuous features of charged 

pion photoproduction over the wide energy range nbove the reso

nance region ( ~ > 5 GeV~) and at small Ji/ ( /t/ ..:6 !. mi 
the sharp ·forward peak in the differential cross section, the 

. -I 
characteristic energy behaviour of the latter ns ~ - , the 

approximate equality of the cross sections for photoproduction 

of positive and negative pions, - are all described by simple 

Efil1 and can be explained in a model-independent way in a sense. 
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The corresponding arguments are bnsed upon the considera

tion of the finite energy sum rules (i<'ESHi17 I for the two 

f. -channel helici ty ampli tuden ( g:; and 9-t ) , which define 

d,,6/dt; at i=O 1161• Firstly, the considero.tion of i<'ESR for 

isovector and isoscalar parts of thene amplitudes/181 gives 

some model-independent confirmation for the domina.~ce of the 

isovector component of photon in photoproduction at/t/:60.1(GeV/c'f 

explaining the approximate equality of cross sections for :,r;± 

photoproduction. In the evaluation of integraln in the sum rules 

the imaginary parts of amplitudes are parametrized in accordance 

with the rnultipole analyses of photoproduction data in the reso

nance regions. The.~ the examination of PESR for the (-)-isospin 

parts of these amplitudes shows that in a saturation of the sum ru

les the Born terms of these amplitudes give the main contributions, 

but the resonance regions contributions at -f;: 0 are small' as 

compared to the Bern terms. Moreover the P33 (12J2) resonance 

gives the major contribution ( ~ JO%) into a correction to the 

Born term. The contributions of the resonances of the second and 

third resonance regions tend to the mutual cancellation at -/; = 0 

and do not exceed 10% of the Born term. In the end, both ampli

tudes.are defined by their Born terms to within about 20%. 

Thereby one substantiates EBM on the bases of results of the 

multipole analysis of the resonance regions data. 

4. The specifics of the dynamics of charged pion photopro-

* duction extends in a way to the processes with virtual r-quan-
tum provided the vector dominance model (VDM) is to be true16• 191• 

It is convenient to formulate the vector dominance hypothesis 

in terms of the invariant Ball amplitudes J!,i, (~, t,~ 2) ( i =1, • • • 8) 

115/ (which are to be free of kinematical singularities) as the 

4 
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r 

I 
i 

conjecture of their "smoothness"/20, 21 /: 

13iG>,t,it'-)= F(&.i)J,i (-:,,t,o). (4) 

The kinematical condition of the realizibility of the conjecture 

(4) may be 

~+i>>2ni2·+~, (5) 

since the ~ 2, -dependence enters in ;13;, also through the Mandel

stam variable ti, • 

Making use of the conjecture (4) one can express the six 

amplitudes of the virtual _!hotoproductionclli (~, t, /rf) in terms 

of the four amplitudes e:R,t(;,,t) of the process rJJ-:-ec.N with 

the real f -quantum as follows: 

Jl1,~,t,A,~G,,t)F(!t~, 
l==1,a,~. 

n r. .L u, fi' r.. .L\ (t-rni)F{IJ) 
c71il~,";~/~\.~,'-1 t-m,.-A,, , (6) 

r 

.f¼~,t,N)--A,,~t)<t,~l~r::, ~ ~t,A-'= i pi;~,t)--Aj,,thc1 > 

The formulas (3), (6),(7) result immediately in the conclu

sion apout the smoothness on ./v1 (except for F(-fl·) ) of the 

transversal helicity amplitudes Ji± and /ii.± ; the longitu-

dinal amplitudes /,.- and J; have a factor 'V /-fr,l/1 
• Then 

the model-independent considerations at ~" = 0 , based on the 

treatment of FESR, extend to the process with the virtual photon 

in the evident way, besides they mean that it is possible to 

describe in terms of EBM both the transversal parts of cross 

sections of pro ceases 't ~;;!: sr.N ( /l'+ 0 ) and the longi tu

dinal part and the longitudinal-transverse·interference, since 

eqs. (7) lead to the relations between the longitudinal ( Ji
and J,.- ) and transverse amplitude,20 •_21 1. Note that th~ 

conjecture (4) verifies in EBM at high s/Zl/.In theCcase- of 
----· 
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:,cp--p0n, , EBM satisfactorily accounts for all available 

data on the p0 -meson density matrix at /t/:so.1(GeV/c) 2 and 

2 GeV/c < ~I. < 12.2 GeV/c 1221. 

For an applicability of the above treatment, apart from the 

condition (5), one imposes also the constraint 

/imi.n/~ m; ) (8) 

since the Ji/ -range, where the above processes arc explained 

by the Born mechanism (from this consideration), is restricted 

at about ft tn! . At larger /if , but still below the values, 

at which the isoscalar component of photon begins to play a 

part (/ti~ 0.1 (GeV/c) 2), the inclusion of the absorption is 

essential for the description of these processes/23, 241. 

In the paper/241 one considers a model, based on fixed-i 

dispersion relations (DR), for the real photoproduction ampli

tudes, and the absorption is included by means of talcing account 

of the baryon resonances contributions to the dispersion integ

rals. There it is shown, that while at /t./~ m; the resonance 

contributions tend to cancell each other (this leadS to EBM at 

ft/~t,n,; ), then at /t/~£m.! they add up, interfere with 

the Born terms and ensure the significant reduction of the 

increasing Born part of the cross section. In such reduction 

the P33 (1232) resonance plays a major part (as well as in the 

improved quantitative description at /-b/:6 tm; ). The similar 

effects have been demonstrated in the case of electroproduction 

in the works110 •251 , and for 8C-f--f0 n. - in/10 •21 1. 

5. Proceeding from what· was said above as the first well 

defined variant of the model of the unified treatment of photo-, 

electroproduction, IPE and of the process m:7,-j'0n. at high 

6 
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~ and small /t/, we shall assume that they are described by 

the real parts of the isovector amplitudes Jit@, t,if/·) , for 

which we postulate fixed-t DR's without subtraction at the finite 

energy/5,11,14/: 

n c->r, .L " &'\ "' c-> "' G 1.. £ i, ) tft.-'£ \.~, v;n, p= .tv5 + e5 + .Lvt, mt-~ - mt-u. + 
c,o +: f cl~' :Jm Jl~t~~t,ll·)({J!-_~ - ~,_:t,), 

(9) 

(m+m,c) 2 
where 

€1,2,~ =-€a,S,6 == 1., 

1t,i. =--½ ~V(,A_&), 1t, .. g,F/."(lt!) 
2 t-m;-!t, .. ' 

1i3 == :alt ==-l Fz'tltJ), :Rs = :R,,s = 0 , 

11,c->_.!,2:,.[ Ff(A,1.) - F,r;(le-)] 
5 - -It'- t-m:. -.Jr.!· t,-m,.j "IC It' 

(10) 

-· :It 
with the following normalization of the form-factors: FJ(O)=~O)== 
= 1, i,n,F{(O) =3• 7, and 

co 

e,== 1.;A,•-t· ~ J ~~~~1 & fct-m::-~'J:JmJ/;~~t,J:~.<11 > 
~ . " t-~+-!" . (ln.+m..,, •·-g- . . 

H . . .JlH 
The terms 1t5 and e5 belong only to the amplitude s . 
For the spectral functions :Jm-Jlr' (~~ t,JJ-) we shall 

suppose that they are defined by the magnetic excitation of 

the P33 (1232) resonance: 

:Jm, J/}➔t::, t, ft!-)-- l:J.,c _ (¼:(!') .WC~a~ ti 1tcr,"t; 1e,i, -
i," ' ' - ~ g.-m.,r'f}!ffe+ny!-l'] l '-' ' ' h 

where (r: = FI'IJ' + ! m F{u-, 'W'--fi', 

i 

( 12) 



a.1,~t,i!·)= ~t,(t,f,t)- It: }i (w), 

a, "'lo. t 1t,2)== tR-,.,s~~- -&-:_e,.,r (w-) 
a,S\:' , , ..L ~ -,a 

c.,-m,c--R-

i= 1.,J,~, 6, 
( 13) 

The explicit form of coefficients ~,.,, }1,, is defined in/5/. 

The formulated model is an extension of the very similar models 

of gr;± photoproduction/23 • 251 , electroproduction/25/ and 

of the process r&'p--_p0n- 11 Of to a.rbi trary .Jc (including 

also -ft.'-> 0 ) . Note a number of favourable facts (from the point 

of view of the particle structure investigation) in the inter

pretation of IPE at high ~ and small /if . 
Prom the beginning we shall demonstrate the derivation of 

EBM as -..\--oo on the basis of. fixed--f; 5eB}-:, , following/1 O/. 
n c-> nc-> n c➔ 

The amplitudes an,,1 , cz7Yt, and c1v11 are the most important 

ones in the considered kinematical region,. while the crossing-
n c-l nc-> -1. 

-odd amplitudes G7f,,'1 and cn,t, behave as ~ at high ~ 

(as is seen from (9) since the kinematical factors add up in 

the corresponding way), and their dispersion corrections do 
. . H 

not mostly exceed 15%. The dispersion contribution to ~5 

which goes to a constant as ..1-oo , is negligible, because 
~ nA it behaves as ~ due to the crossing-evenness. The cn,,~ 

Born term, caused by the photon interaction with the nucleon 

magnetic momen. uistribution, almost cancells up with the dis-
n c-, 

persion integral, making cr,i,~ to be of the same order of 
n c-) n c-> · 

magnitude as are crossing-even dff,3 and .n,,6 • The latter 
~-'l, . behave as c.1 and represent a few per-cent to the main ampli-

n c-> 
tudes. ~he shown cancellation in c,s.,~ at high ~ can be 

explained by the realization of the superconvergent sum rule 

8 

1l 

~. 

,) 

) 

00 

g,F/t-k') - ! Sc/,,-:,' :ftn,Jl:'(~~ t,-AJ)= 0 <14> · 
(m+~)t. . 

which at -m;~ k.2 ~ mJ already by the P3a (1232) -contri-

bution saturates within 5 f 20% 1101• The magnetic part of the 
C-> . 

Born approximation contributes also to .Ila which is small. 

The dispersion integrals influence more considerably to the 
n c-> L1 c-> . 

non-leading amplitudes QR,3 and .n--, . (Note that the dis-

persion integrals, converging rather fast at the approximation 

(12), have the cut-off at cS = 3 (GeV) 2 ). Thus, one gets EBM with 

small dispersion corrections in the leading order of~ • 

In EBM for virtual photoproduction19 •10/ the longitudinal 

part of the cross section (poo £f) is proportional to / J!J: /i; 
the transversal part ,related with the perpendicular polarization 

* ( els / t;1'll"/" of f -quantum, f1.1+f1.-J clt , - .l!t 

asymmetry ( p1_1/ f 1.1. ) is sensitive to the ratio 

; and the 

Fi'IJ'/Fsc • 
That is, the various parts of the cross section are rather 

sensitive to the diverse quantities of interest separately. 

Let us point out another one remarkable property related 

to the rescattering effect and explicitly shown by the dispersion 

model. To this end, consider the dispersion intergal in eq. (9) 

and at first the coefficients a,i,(-zc,-,t,--A.2)(13). In the latter 

the functions ,£,i,, ('bt,t) and Ji ('ZJ') are of the same signs 

for each index i, , to say, it is evident that there is a 

common tendency to increase the d'ispersion contributions in 

each amplitude Jl,l with raising space-like /-R,,t./ and, on 

the.contrary, to their decreasing at going over to the time-like 

,le_'t • To estimate this effect we shall take the narrow reso

nance approximation for the sw-.N phase shift Baa~) , that 

is to say, evaluating 0,,.-;,fi,r,t;/e.") we shall consider 'itr = 

=1.232 GeV; one can convince itself that the computations using 
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more realistic phase shift Sia~) would practically not alter 

the obtained conclusions. It is necessary to exclude the pos

sibility of the false effects and of the accidental cancellations 

in the observed quantities, for that it is most convenient to 

examine such combinations of ~l 

enter in the cross section through the 

J/ 
in which these amplitudes 

helicity amplitudes 

(eqs. (3)). It is reasonable to discuss also the leading 

order in ..1 • Then we get for the main amplitudes .f\. ± and 
- + n J· f:. the following results. In J~ ~c1V1 the vanishing of 

Cl,i ~ t,/r,") at t = 0 takes place at about It,'-~ O. 54 ( Ge V) 2 

(that is to say, close to the .P -meson mass), with ft/ this 

value decreases somewhat and at -/; =-0.1 (GeVJc) 2 it is 0.25. 

At larger .,R,,l, the contribution of dispersion integral increases 

again. In ,~- the dispersion contribution vanishes also at 
. 2 /H., 2 . 

appro:x:una.tely m-1 ( -ft, ~ o. 56 GeV ) and this result depends 

weakly on· i . In amplitude J; the dispersion integral 

contribution is practically independent of t and of .-A,,2-
(here it is important to take into account also efS' (eq. (11) ), 

however it is small in comparison with the Born term. In ;; 
and 53- , contributing to the next order in ~ , there is 

observed also the tendency to reducing the dispersion corrections· 

mainly due to the numerator [!(-:,'-tn2)+t-mf-lr,,"J in the 

dispersion factor (9). 

Thus one receives the motivation of EBM for IPE at ,!! 
in the vicinity of the J·-meson mass as the result of the 

low energy saturation of the dispersion integrals. This conclu

sion is true at least up to Ji/~ o.oa (GeV/c) 2• Therefore the 

constraint (8) can be made remarkably weaker. Though the limit 

-.3--oo has been taken into account when doing calculations,yet the 

IO 

received results extend to rather low energies. So, at 

#/.it = 3 GeV, i=-rn-; and --R,_'t =-0.J,O,O.J (Gev>2 the dispersion 

contribution to the transversal cross section represents 40, 

JO, 15%, respectively1111• Note also that the conclusion about 

the reduction of rescattering effects in considered prooesses 

is experi~ntally verified by the known fact that EBM improves 

successively the description of the data when going from the 

electroproduction to the photoproduction and so on to the process 

~-p-_p 0 n, /19/. 

A possible way to improvl
11
{he model described is suggested 

reaults of ref/241• The latter mean that a successive by the 

inclusion of isobars of the second and third resonance regions 

into the dispersion integral changes appropriately the deviations 

of calculations from the eXperimental data on photoproduction. 

However at ,/c/· =t=- 0 including, in the spectral function, the 

src-..N - ;resonance contributions which are parametrized in 

accordance with the "isobar model" we would meet a number of 

uncertainties due to the 1.u1knovm ~:, -dependence of the tran

sition form factor of the nucleon resonances. This is unsatisfac

tory from the point of view of the reliable model construction. 

To overcome this difficulty,one can take advantage of the fact, 

that the considered kinematical region suitsfor the realization 

of the VDM conjectures, and use eqs. (6), (7). However, VDI\i 

is not an exactly defined hypothesis,and what is more, it cannot 

be exact in principle (although there is established the corres

pondence between their major predictions and the experimental 

data). Therefore we shall not touch by this assumption upon the 

main well established part of the model which is described above, 

but shall apply it to that correction part which is defined 

through the dispersion integral, saturated by the electrical and 

II 



longitudinal excitation of Pas (1232), by the rest of resonances 

and by the high energy contribution. So, the dispersion integral 

in (9) will be broken into two parts: 

j d,t,'[:1,n,Jlr'(M1+,Jt)+ ~Jl~~;t,-A,2$t-:,,:~ -~,~,t:), <15> 

where :Jm Jlt(M1.+,_;) is taken according to eq. (12) and 

:Jm.Jl~·(,:,~t,/t,") is evaluated by the formulas (6) and (7), 

in· which the imaginary part of the real photoproduction ampli

tudes :Jmo/4CQVt,.t:>',t) is parametrized (except for the magnetic 

excitation of P33 (1232)) after the fashion of work/261, for 

example. 

The absorption part of the amplitude at high ~ • the 

contribution of which can be of the same order of magnitude as 

is the supplementary dispersion correction, is· taken according 

to eqs. (8) and (9). 

The form factor F(.fc,9 in (8) and (9) in a vicinity of 

the .f -meson mass is reasonable to be taken as 

m' 
FrJ,= JC"-"> m,._,RJ!imfr; ' 

'f 

where J (-fl·) is a smooth 
P.f, . 

/1{,, -function near to one. 

(16) 

Note that in the above described scheme with the correspon

ding change one can take into account the isoscalar part of the 

amplitude. 

The figure shows the comparison of the calculation 

results based on the main well defined part of the model (eqs. 

(9) and (12)), for the f'o -meson density matrix elements in 

the process ,t:-p-J0 n,, ( solid line) with the experimental 

data at the pion iaboratory momentum 15 GeV/c in the H -fram/
27

( 
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foo 
0,4 

0 .__.__.__.__.___.__.__......_......_..__,.__..__..__..__~ o,k 
02~:-+-- -
0 . ' := I : I ~ p 

_::E=:~st: 
·. z-0,2 

-00,1 t (Ge\fc) -0,3 

To compare with the corresponding evaluations in EBl\,l22/ 

(dashed line), this calculation was carried out under the 

assumption of universality of the J' -meson interaction 

f:p,m; }p11ii• It is seen that the model describes .foo and jH 
practically just as EBM, but it improves somewhat the account of 

.r~-J. and Jtef 10 • 

6. Thus, taking as a basis the satisfactory description of 

pion photo-, electroproduction, and ec-p-p0n,, and taking 

account of some favourable facts: the EBM domination in the 

interpretation of these processes, the reduction~f the reseat-

13 



tering effects with /e,'I. , the IPE cross section increase o:' about 

an order as compared to electroproduction1111, a further impro

vement of the IPE model practically without adding new parlll:leters 

against the photoproduction, - one must draw a conclusion about 

a reality of the task to extract practically model-independent 

values of the form factors ~'t-,4,:) and F; (A,, 2) at time-like 

Ii-" from IPE data at the energies above the resonance region 

and small /i,/ • 
From this point of view, the Jr,'-_ range in a vicinity of 

the J' -meson masa where EBM with the minimal corrections is 

motivated, is most advantageous. This result is due to the lov; 

energy saturation of the dispersion integrals mainly. In view 

of some model-independent substantiation of the last fact at 

small /-f:,/ , as discussed in sec. 3 and 4, one.may think that 

the 

and 

conclusion about the rescattering effect reduction with /t'I, 
about the "-" -range, where the rescattering contributions 

reduce to a minimum .,has a more general, than model, character • 
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Cypom~~B IO.C., TKe6yqaBa <I>.r. EZ-91-180 
06paTHoe 3JieKTpopo)K,l];eHife IlHOHOB npH Bb!COKHX 

· 3neprm1x · - HCToqHHK HHqiopMaUHH o qiopMqiaKTopax 

· ap;pOHOB . , 
B e,riuHoii gucnepcHonnol1 MogeJIH paccMoTpeHbI npoueccbI 

-yN -~ n±N, eN ➔ en±N, nN. ➔ e+e-N' n-p ➔ p 0n npH BblCOKHX 

3HeprmIX H MaJibIX nepegaqax HMilYJibCa. ,[(enaeTCH BblBOA 06 
yMeHbllle~HH ;:iqiqieKTOB nepepaccemiHH c poCTOM BpeMeHHnogo6..;, 

HbIX 3Haqeimii 11MaccbI11 BHPTYa.ribHoro qioToHa. TaKHM o6pa3oM, 
o6oCHOBbIBaeTCH IIPOCTaH Moge.Tib .3JieKTpHqeCKHX 6opHOBCKHX 
qJieHoB gJIH onHcaHHH npouecca o6paTHoro 3JieKTpopo)K,l];eHHH 

- /H n~p' ➔ p0n/ B YKa~aHHoii KHHeMaTHqecKoii o6nacTH H ge-. 
JiaeTCH. 3aKmoqeHHe O B03MO)KHOCTH noJiyqeHHH Hap;e)KHOH HHqiop
~aUHH. 0 CTPYKType agpoHOB_ H3 3KcnepHM~HTaJibHbIX gaHHbIX 
no 3TOMY. npoueccy •. 

Pa6oTa BbinOJII:teHa B fla6opaTopHH TeopeTHqec~OH qJH3HKH 

mum • 
. Coo611.u~me 06'beJlHHeHHoro HHCTHTyTa 11nepHblX HCC11eJ10BaHHH: ,!ly6na 1991 

·surovtsev Yu. S., Tkebuchava F. G. . . EZ-91-180 
Inverse:· Pion Elect:roproduction at High 
Energies .:. a Source of Information on the. 
Hadron Form Factors 

Processes yN ➔ 1r±N, eN ➔ _e,r±N, 1rN ➔ e+e-N, ,r-:p ➔ .p 0 n 
<;1re'considered in the framework of the unified dispersi

:ve model. at high energies .and small momentum transfer. 
·Aconclusion is drawn on the reduction of the rescatte:.. 
ring effects with iricreasirig time-like values of ~irtual 

.photon "mass". Thus.simple electric•Born.model for the 
,description of the process of 'inverse electroprciduction 
(and ,r-p ➔ p0 n) in indicated kinematic region is groun
ded and conclusion on the possibility of receiving re
liable'information on hadron structure from the experimen 
tal data on this pr?cess is dra~n .. · · 

.The investigation .has been. performed at the.Laboratory 
of Theoretical Ph\rsics, JINR. · · 
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